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! I think there is no point in trolling in this thread. You have a point though. That final line was sarcastic. Considering that there
is a money shot and an image of a vagina, the bot is basically trolling with its bots... The machine has certainly been spreading
its legs for some time now, though I'm not sure it was one of its own making. If you look at the original thread, you'll see that in
the very beginning we're being told this bot is a bot and maybe it's not the same. But it certainly is spreading its legs and
spreading them at the same time, and maybe without knowing it. It's kinda hard to tell if the source of the message is the real
thing, the pretender, or just a mere confused user (that's probably the most realistic scenario). One thing I can be sure of:
whoever posted that message, even if it was an actual bot, could not have been the same person who made the request the
"answer" be sent. The two are too different, just like a real person is too different from its voice. But don't take my word for it:
try to be the lucky one and answer to a random question. I am now reading the thread, and I don't know if it is a bot or a human
being who really wanted to play Dofus. He is speaking using various templates, but he says he plays with the player that we
know is for Real. He says: "M4xoubot! le bot Dofus! Et le meilleur bot de la galaxie!!!! M4xoubot bot d'eglise! M4xoubot!!! " I
have not noticed the links, but it is clear that he wants to see the game and have access to the bots. Therefore, I will say that the
M4xoubot le bot Dofus is a person of flesh and blood. One thing I can be sure of: whoever posted that message, even if it was an
actual bot, could not have been the same person who made the request the "answer" be sent. The two are too different, just like
a real person is too different from its voice 82157476af
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